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3

1.
3.

pack size 6 for all products

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50  #TF247
2. BLANKIE: $7.00     #TF253

3. RATTLE: $5.50                    #TF25O
4. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00    #TF280

2.

4.

2



organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

ZIGGY ZEBRA
Zay hello to Ziggy Zebra!

Whether galloping through 
the grassland or lounging 

around,there is fun to be had 
when Ziggy’s around!

NEW
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1.
3.

pack size 6 for all products

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50  #TF267
2. BLANKIE: $7.00     #TF269

3. RATTLE: $5.50                    #TF268
4. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00    #TF270

2.

4.

4



organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

FRANNY FLAMINGO
Strike a pose! Stand on one toe!
Franny Flamingo is ready to go!!

NEW



6pack size 6 for all products

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50  #TF271
2. BLANKIE: $7.00   #TF273 

1.

3.

3. RATTLE: $5.50    #TF272
4. PACIFIER: $7.00  #TF274 

5. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50 #TF275
6. BLANKIE: $7.00   #TF2077 

7. RATTLE: $5.50    #TF276
8. PACIFIER: $7.00  #TF278

4.

5.

6. 7. 8.

BUDDY BUDDY

2.



JOJO HIPPO

organic cotton

The sun is out, let’s head to 
the shore,with Coco Hippo 

there is fun in store.

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

COCO HIPPO
The sun is out, let’s head to 
the shore,with Coco Hippo 

there is fun in store.

NEW
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1.
3.

pack size 6 for all products

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50  #TF246
2. BLANKIE: $7.00     #TF252

3. RATTLE: $5.50                    #TF249
4. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00   #TF255

2.

4.

8 461880 102468
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organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

CUPCAKE THE UNICORN
Cupcake the Unicorn, what does 
she do? She makes magic when 

she plays with you.



pack size 6 for all products

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50  #TF248
2. BLANKIE: $7.00     #TF254

3. RATTLE: $5.50                   #TF251 
4. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00 #TF257

1.

2.

3.

4.

8 461880 102482
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organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

CLYDE THE PONY
What do you do when you need 
a ride? Hop on your buddy, the 

Pony named Clyde.



pack size 6 for all products

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50  #TF238
2. BLANKIE: $7.00   #TF240

3. RATTLE: $5.50      #TF239 4. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50 #TF241
5. BLANKIE: $7.00   #TF243

6. RATTLE: $5.50       #TF242

1.
2.

3.

4. 5. 6.

12



organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

SUPERSTAR SALLY SLOTH
Superstar Sally sloth breezes past her

competition in every race. Unlike 
other sloths, she loves being as active 

as possible.

SUPERSONIC SERGIO SLOTH
Supersonic Sergio Sloth makes the perfect 
adventure partner for your newly mobile 

little one. In his blue hooded track suit, he 
is ready to hit the race track, gym, or 

playground!



1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50                  #TF235
2. RATTLE: $5.50                      #TF236

3. BLANKIE: $7.00                  #TF237 

1. 2.

3.

pack size 6 for all products 14



WADE WADDLES

organic cotton

With his red hat, yellow overalls 
and big orange feet, splashing 
around with Wade Waddles is 

always a treat!

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

 

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink



16
pack size 6 for all products

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50  #TF201
2. BLANKIE: $7.00   #TF207 

1.

3.

3. RATTLE: $5.50    #TF204
4. PACIFIER: $7.00  #TF219  

5. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50 #TF200
6. BLANKIE: $7.00   #TF206  

7. RATTLE: $5.50    #TF203
8. PACIFIER: $7.00  #TF218  

4.

5.

6. 7. 8.

BUDDY BUDDY

2.



GEORGIA GIRAFFE

organic cotton

Georgia Giraffe is really tall, 
you can catch her 
playing softball.

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

GEORGE GIRAFFE
George Giraffe is really tall,

his favorite sport is basketball. 



18

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50               #TF199
2. BLANKIE: $7.00                #TF205  

3. RATTLE: $5.50                     #TF202
4. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00      #TF217  

pack size 6 for all products

1.

2.

3.

4.



KOZY KOALA

organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

Kozy Koala takes long naps in the 
trees, when he’s away he’ll snack 

on some leaves.



20

1.

2.

3. 4.

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50                  #TF131
2. BLANKIE: $7.00                   #TF133  

3. RATTLE: $5.50                        #TF132
4. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00      #TF185  

pack size 6 for all products



SKIPPY THE FROG

organic cotton

Yippy Skippy! Skippy the Frog just 
loves to float, whether it’s on a lily 

pad or boat.

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink



22

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50                 #TF052
2. BLANKIE: $7.00                   #TF062  

3. RATTLE: $5.50                    #TF057
4. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00    #TF150  

pack size 6 for all products

1.

2.

4.

3.



CATNAP KITTY

organic cotton

Catnap Kitty loves laying lazily
 in the sunshine. With 

heart-shaped sunglasses, 
she is a mighty fine feline.

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink



24
pack size 6 for all products

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50                  #TF091
2. BLANKIE: $7.00                   #TF095  

3. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00    #TF152  
4. RATTLE: $5.50                   #TF093

1.

2.

3.

4.



FRENCHY FOX

organic cotton

Frenchy Fox loves poetry and 
books. He also loves how his polka 

dot scarf looks.

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink



26

1. 18” PLUSH: $12.25              #TF032 
2. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50             #TF007

3. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00   #TF149
4. BLANKIE: $7.00                #TF023  

pack size 6 for all products EXCEPT #TF032 (pack size 2)

5. RATTLE: $5.50                   #TF015  

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.



BALLERINA MOUSE

organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 18 & 14 inches
Rattle: 4 x 6 inches

Blankie: 12 x 12 inches
Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

Hold me close tiny dancer! 
Spinning and twirling are 

Ballerina Mouse’s favorite things 
to do. She loves music, ballet 

shoes and her pink tutu.



28

1. 22’’ PLUSH: $17.50                #TF033
2. 18” PLUSH: $12.25                #TF028  

3. 14” PLUSH: $8.50             #TF002
4. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00   #TF147  

pack size 6 for all products EXCEPT #TF028 & TF033 (pack size 2)

5. BLANKIE: $7.00                #TF018
6. RATTLE: $5.50                  #TF010  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



BOXER THE DOG

organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 22, 18 & 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

What a scrappy puppy! Boxer the 
Dog can be found in the boxing 

ring, because boxing is his favorite 
thing.



30

1. 18’’ PLUSH: $12.25                #TF030
2. 14” PLUSH: $8.50                #TF004  

3. RATTLE: $5.50                   #TF012 
4. BLANKIE: $7.00                 #TF020

pack size 6 for all products EXCEPT #TF030 (pack size 2)

5.   PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00   #TF148

1.

2.

4.

3. 5.



PENNY THE PIG

organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 18 & 14 inches
Rattle: 4 x 6 inches

Blankie: 12 x 12 inches
Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

A penny for your thoughts? Keep 
your secrets to yourself, because 

this Pig loves to squeal. Also, 
watch your sandwich, because 
Penny just might eat your meal.



32

1. 18’’ PLUSH: $12.25                #TF029
2. 14” PLUSH: $8.50                  #TF003  

3. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00   #TF183  

pack size 6 for all products EXCEPT #TF029 (pack size 2)

5. BLANKIE: $7.00                 #TF019
6. RATTLE: $5.50                  #TF011  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



PIRATE PIG

organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 18 & 14 inches
Rattle: 4 x 6 inches

Blankie: 12 x 12 inches
Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

A pirate’s life indeed! Pirate Pig’s 
favorite subject is arrrrt history. 
He collects old books and is a 

fan of mystery.



34

1. 18’’ PLUSH: $12.25                #TF031
2. 14” PLUSH: $8.50                 #TF005  

3. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00   #TF184  
4. BLANKIE: $7.00                  #TF021

pack size 6 for all products EXCEPT #TF031 (pack size 2)

5. RATTLE: $5.50                   #TF013  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



BELLE THE COW

organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 18 & 14 inches
Rattle: 4 x 6 inches

Blankie: 12 x 12 inches
Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

Ring my bell anytime, Belle Cow! 
Belle is the most beautiful cow for 
miles. She enamors her fans with 

her dazzling smiles.



36

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50                 #TF054
2. PACIFIER BUDDY: $7.00      #TF151

3. BLANKIE: $7.00                   #TF064 
4. RATTLE: $5.50                    #TF059

pack size 6 for all products

  

1. 2.

3.

4.



ROBBIE RACCOON

organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

Don’t leave food out at night, 
because Robbie Raccoon will 

take a bite.
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BUSTER BEAVER

organic cotton

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

Yum, yum, yum. Munch, 
munch, munch. Wood is what 
Buster Beaver likes for lunch.

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50             #TF168 2. BLANKIE: $7.00                  #TF178

pack size 6 for all products

3. RATTLE: $5.50                   #TF173  

1.

2.

3.



HIP HOP BUNNY

organic cotton

Hip Hop Hooray! This bunny 
knows all the moves and will 

dance all night to the grooves.

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

 

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

pack size 6 for all products

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50                  #TF143
2. RATTLE: $5.50                       #TF144

3. BLANKIE: $7.00                   #TF145 

1.

2.

3.



40
pack size 6 for all products

1. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50  #TF166
2. BLANKIE: $7.00    #TF176

1.

3.

3. RATTLE: $5.50    #TF171 4. 14’’ PLUSH: $8.50 #TF167
5. BLANKIE: $7.00    #TF177

6. RATTLE: $5.50    #TF172

4.

5. 6.

2.



MARSHALL MOOSE

organic cotton

“Left, right, left, right...”
Marshall Moose marches 
dutifully day and night.

SIZE:
Plush: 14 inches

Rattle: 4 x 6 inches
Blankie: 12 x 12 inches

Pacifier Buddy: 9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

MARGEAUX MOOSE
Margeaux Moose loves to cook 

and bake. For your birthday, she’ll 
make you a cake.
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susie sunshine
#TF135

barnyard billy
#TF136 barnyard billy

#TF139

susie sunshine
#TF138

barnyard billy
#TF142

susie sunshine
#TF141

PLUSH COLLECTION TEETHING RING COLLECTION

BLANKIE COLLECTION

pack size 6 for all products



FARM KIDS COLLECTION
organic cotton

PLUSH COLLECTION
Individual: $11.00      Pack size: 6

COLLECTION: $22.00 2 assorted/ 1 of each  
#TF134 

TEETHING RING COLLECTION
Individual: $5.50      Pack size: 6

COLLECTION: $11.00 
2 assorted/ 1 of each 

#TF137

BLANKIE COLLECTION
Individual: $8.00      Pack size: 6

COLLECTION: $16.00 
2 assorted/ 1 of each 

#TF140

MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink



18” farm bunny pink
#TF220

18” farm bunny turquoise
#TF222

18” farm bunny purple
#TF221

18” farm bunny grey
#TF224

18” farm bunny blue
#TF223

18” farm bunny green
#TF225

pack size 6 for all products 44



BIG FARM BUNNIES 18”
organic cotton

These colorful bunnies make the 
perfect playmate. 100% organic 

fabric, filled with hours of fun.

INDIVIDUAL: $10.00 / PACK SIZE: 6

COLLECTION $60.00
6 assorted

#TF227

SIZE:
18 inches

also available in 9.5 inches

MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink
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turquoise & green print 
farm bunny 

#TF187

purple stripe & pink 
polka dot farm bunny 

#TF188

purple stripe
farm bunny 

#TF189

pink polka dot
farm bunny 

#TF190

pink with purple star 
print farm bunny 

#TF191

blue stripe & white 
polka dot farm bunny 

#TF192

turquoise stripe & blue with 
white star farm bunny 

#TF193

blue stripe
farm bunny 

#TF194

green stripe
farm bunny 

#TF195

grey polka dot
farm bunny 

#TF196



FARM BUNNIES
organic cotton

All dressed up and ready to play. 
These farm bunnies are fun 

everyday!

INDIVIDUAL: $5.50 PACK SIZE: 6

COLLECTION $55.00
10 assorted

#TF186

SIZE:
9.5 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink



48

FARM CRINKLE BLANKIES
organic cotton

Crinkle sounds come from these 
fun blankies that are soft to 

touch. It’s an exciting 
combination that babies love!

INDIVIDUAL: $6.50 PACK SIZE: 6

COLLECTION $26.00
4 assorted/ 1 of each

#TF230

SIZE:
Piggy: 12 x 8.5 inches
Kitty: 8 x 10.75 inches
Chick: 12 x 9 inches

Tractor: 12.5 x 9 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

PIGGY
#TF231

KITTY
#TF232

TRACTOR
#TF234

CHICK
#TF233

BACK

FRONT

BACK

FRONT

FRONT

BACK

FRONT

BACK



WAGGLE TOYS
organic cotton

Nod your head if you are ready 
to play. These waggle toys 

bring joy all day!!

INDIVIDUAL: $8.00 PACK SIZE: 6

COLLECTION $48.00
6 assorted/ 1 

#TF288

SIZE: 3.75 x 6.5 x 2 inches

 MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 

sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

NEW

boxer dog
#TF281

penny pig
#TF282

belle cow
#TF283

ballerina mouse 
#TF284

frenchy fox
#TF285

kozy koala
#TF286
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margeaux
 moose
#TF166

robbie 
raccoon
#TF054

frenchy 
fox

#TF091

marshall 
moose
#TF167

georgia 
giraffe

#TF200

george 
giraffe

#TF201

14’’ PLUSH
PLUSH COLLECTION 3   
#TF260
14 assorted / 2 of each 
Collection: $119.00
Individual: $8.50
Size: 4 x 14 inches 

18’’ PLUSH
PLUSH COLLECTION   
#TBD01
5 assorted / 1 of each 
Collection: $61.25
Individual: $12.25
Size: 6 x 18 inches 

pirate pig
#TF029

boxer the dog
#TF028

penny the pig
#TF030

belle the cow
#TF031

ballerina mouse
#TF032

clyde 
the pony
#TF248

franny
flamingo
#TF267

ziggy
zebra

#TF247



ballerina 
mouse

#TF007

belle 
the cow
#TF005

pirate 
pig

#TF003

penny 
the pig

#TF004

boxer 
the dog
#TF002

catnap 
kitty

#TF052

robbie 
raccoon
#TF054

kozy 
koala

#TF199

14’’ PLUSH
PLUSH COLLECTION 1  
#TF258
14 assorted / 2 of each 
Collection: $119.00
Individual: $8.50
Size: 4 x 14 inches 

14’’ PLUSH
PLUSH COLLECTION 2   
#TF259
16 assorted / 2 of each 
Collection: $136.00
Individual: $8.50
Size: 4 x 14 inches 

wade 
waddles
#TF235

skippy
the frog
#TF131

hip hop
bunny

#TF143

cupcake
unicorn
#TF246

jojo
hippo

#TF275

coco
hippo

#TF271

franny
flamingo
#TF267
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penny the pig
#TF020

belle the cow
#TF021

robbie raccoon
#TF064

george giraffe
#TF207

georgia giraffe
#TF206

kozy koala
#TF205

marshall moose
#TF177

cupcake the unicorn
#TF252

coco hippo
#TF273

jojo hippo
#TF277

franny flamingo
#TF269

ziggy zebra
#TF253



frenchy fox
#TF095

pirate pig
#TF019

ballerina mouse
#TF023

catnap kitty
#TF062

margeaux moose
#TF176

boxer the dog
#TF018

hip hop bunny
#TF145

skippy the frog
#TF133

wade waddles
#TF237

BLANKIES
organic farm buddies

COLLECTION 1
#TF264
14 assorted / 2 of each 
Collection: $98.00
Individual: $7.00
Size: 12 x 12 inches 

COLLECTION 2
#TF265
16 assorted / 2 of each 
Collection: $112.00
Individual: $7.00
Size: 12 x 12 inches 

COLLECTION 3
#TF266
14 assorted / 2 of each 
Collection: $98.00
Individual: $7.00
Size: 12 x 12 inches 

clyde the pony 
#TF254



56

kozy koala
#TF202

georgia giraffe
#TF203

george giraffe
#TF204

marshall moose
#TF172

hip hop bunny
#TF144

belle the cow
#TF013

penny the pig
#TF012

robbie raccoon
#TF059

cupcake the unicorn
#TF249

54

coco hippo
#TF272

jojo hippo
#TF276

franny flamingo
#TF268

ziggy zebra
#TF250



wade waddles
#TF236

margeaux moose
#TF171

frenchy fox 
#TF093

skippy the frog
#TF132

ballerina mouse
#TF015

pirate pig
#TF011

boxer the dog
#TF010

catnap kitty
#TF057

organic farm buddies

COLLECTION 1
#TF261
14 assorted / 2 of each 
Collection: $77.00
Individual: $5.50- pack size 6
Size: 4 x 6 inches 

COLLECTION 2
#TF262
16 assorted / 2 of each 
Collection: $88.00
Individual: $5.50- pack size 6
Size: 4 x 6 inches 

COLLECTION 3
#TF263
14 assorted / 2 of each 
Collection: $77.00
Individual: $5.50- pack size 6
Size: 4 x 6 inches 

RATTLES

clyde the pony 
#TF251



ACTIVITY BLANKET
organic cotton

“Squeak!” goes Ballerina Mouse and her Farm 
Buddy friends! These 100% organic cotton activity 
blankets are full of fun stuff to do. Each blanket is 
adorned with a Farm Buddy appliqué and comes  
with crinkle-filled shapes, tags to pulls, a squeaker 
and a natural wood teething ring tied to the corner.

COLLECTION:  $50.00   5 assorted / 1 of each   
TF071

INDIVIDUAL: $10.00     PACK SIZE: 6
SIZE: 14 x 14 inches

pirate pig
#TF073

boxer dog
#TF072

ballerina mouse
#TF074

catnap kitty
#TF075

surfer chick 
#TF076

56



PACIFIER BUDDIES
organic cotton

boxer 
the dog
#TF147

kozy
koala

#TF217

georgia
giraffe
#TF218

george
giraffe
#TF219

penny 
the pig
#TF148

pirate
pig

#TF183

catnap
kitty

#TF150

ballerina 
mouse
#TF149

skippy
frog

#TF185

*pacifier not included

COLLECTION 1      #TF146
14 assorted /2 of each 
Collection: $98.00
Individual: $7.00
Pack size 6
Size: 9.5 inches 

COLLECTION 2 #TF226
12 assorted / 2 of each 
Collection: $84.00
Individual: $7.00
Pack size 6
Size: 9.5 inches 

frenchy
fox 

#TF152

robbie 
raccoon
#TF151

cupcake the
unicorn 
#TF255

clyde the
pony

#TF257

belle 
the cow
#TF184

COLLECTION 3 #TF287
10 assorted / 2 of each 
Collection: $70.00
Individual: $7.00
Pack size 6
Size: 9.5 inches 

coco
hippo

#TF274

franny
flamingo
#TF270

jojo
hippo

#TF278

ziggy
zebra

#TF280
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BLANKETS
organic cotton

Wrap your little buddy in this soft and cozy blanket. The 
size is perfect for swaddling and can be used as a stroller 
blanket or in the nursery. 

INDIVIDUAL: $11.00 PACK SIZE: 2 
SIZE: 32 x 32 inches

MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy inkfarm girl blanket with 

pink polka dots
#TF126

farm boy blanket 
with red polka dots

#TF127 farm boy blanket 
with blue stripes

#TF128

farm girl blanket with 
purple polka dots

#TF125



BURP CLOTHS
organic cotton

Burrrp! Excuse me. Make little mistakes a little 
cuter with these 100% organic cotton burp cloths. 
Protect your clothes, but more importantly, 
protect your baby and the planet by choosing 
these eco-friendly burp cloths.

INDIVIDUAL: $7.00  PACK SIZE: 6 
SIZE: 13 x 20 inches 

MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

farm boy burp cloth with 
stripes and polka dots

#TF123

farm girl burp cloth with 
stripes and green teardrops

#TF122

farm boy burp cloth with 
grey and blue stripes

#TF124

farm girl burp cloth with 
polka dots and stripes

#TF121
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CLASSIC BIBS
organic cotton

Yum, Yum, Yum. The Organic Farm Buddies Classic 
Bibs are a darling way to keep your little cowboy or 
cowgirl clean during mealtime. With six characters 
to choose from, there’s sure to be one that will tickle 
your fancy. Each 100% organic cotton bib has two 
fun printed fabrics with a Farm Buddy appliqué. 

COLLECTION: $33.00  6 assorted / 1 of each
TF084  

INDIVIDUAL: $5.50 PACK SIZE: 6
SIZE: 8 x 12.5 inches  

MATERIALS
100% organic cotton 
fabric.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper 
printed with soy ink

boxer the dog
#TF085

pirate pig
#TF086

pork chop
#TF090

ballerina mouse
#TF088

belle the cow 
#TF087

catnap kitty
#TF089



BANDANA BIBS
organic cotton

Well, howdy there cowboys & cowgirls. These 
new 100% organic cotton bandana bibs are 
darn cute. They can be worn all day for a fun 
and functional accessory. Each bandana bib 
has two patterned fabrics and contrasting 
piping. Your kid will love wearing them until 
the sun sets on the prairie. 

INDIVIDUAL: $5.00 PACK SIZE: 6 
SIZE: 17.5 x 9.5 inches

COLLECTION: $35.00   7 assorted 
#TF077 

MATERIALS
100% organic 
cotton fabric.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper 
printed with soy ink

purple polka dots
#TF078

green teardrops
#TF079

pink polka dots
#TF080

blue stripes
#TF081

grey stripes
#TF082

checkerboard 
#TF083

dreamy sheep 
#TF130



penny the pig
gift set 

#TF047

belle the cow
gift set 

#TF048

DISPLAY PROGRAM
Free with your order of $500 or more

Customer responsible for shipping cost

ITEM #TF279

DIMENSIONS:  30.5 x 15 x 9.5 inches

NEW
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GIFT SETS

organic cotton

INDIVIDUAL: $15.00 Pack size: 2

COLLECTION: $75.00   
5 assorted / 1 of each
#TF044

SIZE:
8.5 x 13.25 inches

MATERIALS
100% organic cotton fabric. Hypoallergenic 
sustainable corn fiber filling.

PACKAGING
Recycled paper printed with soy ink

Woah, Buddy! What’s behind the 
barn door? It’s someone to love 
and little bit more. Your favorite 
Farm Buddy plush toy and rattle 
are inside. Now grab your buddy 
and take ‘em on a tractor ride. boxer the dog 

gift set 
#TF045

ballerina mouse
gift set 

#TF049

pirate pig
gift set 

#TF046



CONTACT INFORMATION
SALES
Susannah Searson 
Vice President of Sales & Marketing
232 East Blithedale Suite 208
Mill Valley, CA 94941
orders@applepark.com

GENERAL
telephone: (415) 928-4401
fax: (415) 223-9220
orders@applepark.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE & SHIPPING
Nancy Rockford 
Operations Manager
1400 East Erie Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19124
orders@applepark.com
telephone: (215) 839-3975

Visit applepark.myatonce.com
to place wholesale orders online.

New to the site?
Click Request Account 

to get started.

ONLINE ORDERING MADE EASY



DISPLAY PROGRAM
Purchase $1,250 in product and 
receive display for FREE ($250 value) 

Customer responsible for shipping cost

ITEM #TF289 

DIMENSIONS:
26 W x 26 L x 77 H inches

SUGGESTED ASSORTMENT:
A prepack (6 units) of the following in our top 8 best selling 
characters or pick your favorite 8!

Frenchy Fox- plush, rattle, blankie & pacifier buddy
Ballerina Mouse- plush, rattle, blankie & pacifier buddy
Boxer the Dog- plush, rattle, blankie & pacifier buddy
Penny the Pig- plush, rattle, blankie & pacifier buddy
Kozy Koala- plush, rattle, blankie & pacifier buddy
Robbie Raccoon- plush, rattle, blankie & pacifier buddy
George Giraffe- plush, rattle, blankie & pacifier buddy
Belle the Cow- plush, rattle, blankie & pacifier buddy


